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Cybersecurity, Ransomware and Beyond
Learn more about cybersecurity, ransomware, and other cyber
threats to your business and productivity, and what you can do
about them.

The Triple A Method to Security
Learn more about the pre-attack, attack, and post-attack stages
of a cyber attack, along with helpful steps to defend and
recover.

CMMC and Government Contracts
Learn more about the cybersecurity requirements and how to
meet them in order to maintain or seek out new federal
contracts.

...and MUCH more!
More topics are available to meet
each client or organization's needs,
interests, and/or compliance
requirements. Call today!

A concept woven
through each
presentation topic

HumanizingHumanizing
SecuritySecurity

Book Ken Fanger today!Book Ken Fanger today!
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"...easily digestible,
practical and useful. I

appreciate Ken's style in
breaking down information

in an area where he is,
frankly, BRILLIANT, so we

don't have to be."
Dawn Kendrick

Creator, The Good Stuff Family

Ken Fanger is an industry expert
in cybersecurity, with over 30
years of experience working
with businesses of all sizes in
the pharmaceutical, legal,
medical, nonprofit, and
government fields.

Ken is one of fewer than 2,000
people to hold the designation
of CMMC-RP (Cybersecurity
Maturity Model Certification
Registered Practitioner),
helping businesses with Federal
contracts to meet the new
Department of Defense
cybersecurity standards.

Ken is a sought after speaker
for audiences all over the
country, including small and
large businesses, universities,
governments, manufacturers,
and those serving international
markets. Ken is also a published
author and a contributing
writer to various industry
publications.

Ken's current campaign is to
Humanize Security, a
fundamental change toward a
more holistic approach to cyber
resiliency and recovery. 

Ken Fanger, MBA, CMMC-RP
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Stay in touch with Ken as
he humanizes security!

https://www.facebook.com/ontechnologypartners

https://www.linkedin.com/company/on-technology-partners

https://twitter.com/ontechpartners/

https://www.youtube.com/@ontechnologypartners4942

Now available!Now available! One of the most anticipated books onOne of the most anticipated books on
cyber security is now available! Get your copy today!cyber security is now available! Get your copy today!
https://ontechnologypartners.com/relax/https://ontechnologypartners.com/relax/

Contact Ken today!Contact Ken today!
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"Ken makes things very understandable and I love that he explains
things with real stories. Many thanks for the extra care he gives."

- Nicole Brewer, Nicole E. Brewer & Crew

“We very much enjoyed Ken’s presentation. He was a hit with our club.” 
- Adam Sonnhalter, North Ridgeville Rotary

“…cyber security in layman’s terms."
- Dustin Carnish, RiPT Fitness

- Randy Rhode, 38 Digital Market

“Ken is a wonderful and engaging speaker. His appearances with us on
Running the Bases with Small Business were informative, insightful, and fun.”
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